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Conference. Ford Motor Company | January 16, on results in our earnings presentation on January 24, Our Annual
since $31B.

But the companies that embrace a car bonus believe in it emphatically. I went to a meeting in Palm Beach, Fla.
If a key behavior is recruiting large teams and mentoring them to sell and recruit, then the car program
qualificationsâ€”along with compensation, incentives and other rewardsâ€”should drive those behaviors. I met
one of the top people in the area. Distributors who choose a hybrid car automatically receive a larger bonus.
Pause I need to ask you a Huge Favor. Conduct emergency Power Hour if host is struggling with inviting.
Exclusive offers for ACN customers. Many direct sellers choose alternate options for their compensation and
incentives programs. Some even take a picture of themselves with the next car they want to earn and place it
prominently in their work space as a regular reminder of their goal. ViSalus introduced its BMW program
with one color optionâ€”black. They have to treat their business like a business. Shaklee distributors can use
the bonus to purchase or lease the car that fits their lifestyle. With their first promotion to senior director, they
can qualify for the car bonus. Consistency fits the approach that consultants Jensen and Sherwood recommend.
And Shaklee noticed a substantial increase in distributor retention when it reinstituted its car program three
years ago. Remind Host to tell their guests that someone will be calling them to confirm. Companies typically
offer an alternative. Others dangle the car carrot early and often. As they climb the ranks in Shaklee, the
monthly car bonus payment they can earn increases. Distributors show them off with pride to their downline,
their upline, to recruits, sponsors and to their family. We bought more than a million of them every month in
â€”the highest number in four yearsâ€”and that number is growing this year. The more PBRs the healthier
your organization. But companies with car bonus options at lower levels do notice greater distributor
retention, and in some cases, distributors tell them that the cars create a rolling recruiting advantage. Over the
years the company has surveyed its top leadership to get their thoughts on whether they would like Avon to
institute a traditional car program. Host wants to be in business with you and make money together. But at a
single car presentation party where Nerium presented a Lexus to several of its independent brand partners,
some peopleâ€”distributors, their uplines, downlines, family members and friendsâ€”attended. It quickly
became the most sought-after vehicle in a series of auto motivators that Mary Kay includes in its Career Car
program. The message comes through loud and clear in markets large and small, and it creates pride, and yes,
desire, among the salesforce. Can I put you down as coming? Satellite: New Acct. The one exception: At the
top distributor rank, presidential master coordinator, Shaklee turns over the keys to a Mercedes-Benz S
Hybridâ€”green, of course.


